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GOVERNOR ENCOURAGES CITIZENS TO ADOPT GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh and Nagaland, Shri PB Acharya urged the citizens to come forward and adopt government schools so as to add value and strengthen the academic system.

The Governor said that education is his top priority. Lamenting on his observation that the last three years have not produced enough rank holders from government schools, the Governor said that this could change if citizens become a part of the education system themselves. He reasoned that giving back and sharing is the first lesson of an educated and spiritual person.

The Governor informed that the State’s First Lady, Kavita Acharya has also adopted the Officers Hill Middle School in Kohima, where she attends classes as an honorary guest teacher and teaches the students once a week.

Stating that the strength of the chain lies in its weakest link, the Governor appealed everyone especially educated housewives, retired government servants and any person empowered in education to consider adopting government schools by taking proper permission from the authority and help students in particular and the society as a whole.

The Governor further said that if adopted into a trend by likeminded educated people, this voluntary mission could contribute greatly to the school education sector of the State.
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